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China’s Ministry of Commerce (MOFCOM) released new rules on 24 October
2012 aimed at facilitating and promoting foreign investment in the country by
allowing domestic and overseas investors to use the equity in Chinese
companies as capital for foreign-invested enterprises (FIEs) (Provisional Rules
Concerning an Equity Interest Contribution to Foreign-Invested Enterprises
(MOFCOM Order [2012] No. 8 ("Order No. 8"))). Order No. 8, which applies as
from 22 October 2012, contains detailed rules on the types of transactions
covered, requirements for contributing equity, the valuation and pricing of equity
and limits. The order is based on draft rules issued on 4 May 2011.
This analysis looks at the salient points of Order No. 8, as well as the implication
of China’s M&A tax rules on transactions permitted under Order No. 8.
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Transactions covered by Order No. 8
Order No. 8 applies to two types of transactions:
1) A contribution by a Chinese or foreign investor of its equity interest in a
Chinese domestic company to:
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•

Establish a new FIE;

•

Increase the capital of a non-FIE in order to convert that entity to an FIE;
or

•

Increase the capital of an FIE to change the shareholding of the
company.
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2) The acquisition by a foreign investor, in exchange for its equity interest in a
Chinese company, of an equity interest of another investor in a Chinese
company, i.e. a share swap. Order No. 8 provides that a share swap
transaction will be governed by the rules concerning the conditions on an
equity interest contribution and valuation, etc. provided in Order No. 8.
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These two types of transaction are illustrated below.

In Diagram 1, Investor B contributes its equity interest in Chinese Co B1 to Chinese FIE A1.

In Diagram 2, Foreign Investor A acquires an equity interest in Chinese Co B1 from Investor B in exchange for Foreign
Investor A’s equity interest in Chinese Co A1.

Equity interests not allowed for contribution
Order No. 8 provides that an equity interest cannot be used for a capital contribution in the following circumstances:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The registered capital of an enterprise has not been paid in full;
The equity has been pledged;
The equity is frozen under a court order;
The equity cannot be transferred according to the Articles of Association of the enterprise;
The enterprise fails to pass the annual joint inspection required for FIEs;
The equity interest is in a real estate enterprise, foreign-invested investment enterprise or foreign-invested venture
capital (or equity investment) enterprise; and
Any other circumstances in which equity may not be transferred according to law.

Definitions of equity interest price and equity contribution and limits
According to Order No. 8, the equity interest price refers to the value of an equity interest contribution jointly agreed by
the investor that contributes the equity interest and the shareholders or other investors of the enterprise that receives
the equity interest contribution ("Invested Enterprise"). An equity contribution is the amount accounted for in the
registered capital of the Invested Enterprise.
Order No. 8 also provides that both the equity interest price and the contribution can be negotiated based on the
valuation of the equity interest contribution.
The equity interest contribution, together with any other non-monetary contributions of other investors, may not exceed
70% of the total registered capital of the company.
An enterprise whose equity interest has been contributed, the Invested Enterprise and their shareholding in other
enterprises must comply with the Chinese regulations on foreign investment. If there would be any non-compliance
after the equity interest contribution, restructuring on relevant assets, business or shareholding must be undertaken
before applying for the equity interest contribution.

Comments
1. Eligibility for special reorganization
While the Implementation Rules to the Enterprise Income Tax Law do not specifically provide that a contribution is a
taxable transaction, it is commonly understood that when making a non-monetary property contribution, a taxpayer
must recognize gain or loss in an amount equal to the fair market value of the contributed property, less its tax basis.
Therefore, when an investor makes an equity interest contribution under Order No. 8, the contribution would be taxable
under the EIT Law. Further, guidance issued by the Ministry of Finance and the State Administration of Taxation (SAT)
in 2009 (Caishui [2009] No. 59 ("Circular No. 59")), which currently governs reorganizations in China and provides for
tax-free treatment of certain reorganizations, does not specifically list contributions.1 Therefore, some Chinese tax
officials believe that contributions generally are not covered by Circular No. 59 and thus may not be eligible for special
reorganization treatment. If this is the case, as a type of contribution, equity interest contribution would not be eligible
for special reorganization treatment under Circular No. 59.
An equity interest contribution potentially would be covered by Circular No. 59 if the transaction is considered an equity
acquisition. For example, in Diagram 1, Investor B contributes its equity interest in Chinese Co B1 to Chinese Co A1.
The transaction can be viewed as Chinese Co A1 acquiring the equity interest in Chinese Co B1 from Investor B in
exchange for its own equity interest, which meets the definition of an equity transaction in Circular No. 59. Therefore, if
Chinese Co A1 purchases 75% or more of the equity interest of Chinese Co B1, the transaction could potentially qualify
for special reorganization treatment (provided the other relevant conditions also are satisfied).
The question, therefore, for purposes of Circular No. 59 is: (1) whether the Chinese tax authorities will view an equity
interest contribution as a share acquisition and allow Circular No. 59 to apply; or (2) whether an equity interest
contribution must be described as a share acquisition for Circular No. 59 to apply. If the answer to question 2 is in the
affirmative, it would be logical to believe that the tax authorities would expect the legal documents effecting the equity
interest contribution to describe the transaction as an equity acquisition rather than a contribution. In this case, would
the regulatory authority still apply Order No. 8 to the transaction?
In a share swap transaction, as described above, Investor A purchases the equity interest of Chinese Co B1 from
Investor B in exchange for Investor A's equity interest in Chinese Co A1. According to 2010 guidance issued by the
SAT (“Bulletin No. 4”),2 an acquirer can use the shares of the companies controlled by it as consideration for share
acquisition. Therefore, such a transaction is covered by Circular No. 59. However, whether the transaction would
qualify for special reorganization treatment must be analyzed according to Circular No. 59.
2. Implication for foreign debt borrowing capacity and duty-free import quota
Order No. 8 provides that if the Invested Enterprise is an FIE, for purpose of determining its foreign debt-borrowing
capacity and duty-free import quota, the total investment should be determined with reference to the amount of
registered capital reduced by the amount equal to the equity contribution. In another words, an equity interest
contribution does little to increase the company's foreign debt-borrowing capacity and duty-free import quota.
In China, an FIE may borrow foreign debts up to an amount that is equal to the difference between the total investment
and the registered capital. It may also enjoy a duty-free quota up to the total investment for importation of equipment.
The amount of registered capital determines the maximum amount of the total investment as certain prescribed ratio
between the two must be maintained.
Summary
In the past, it has been difficult for foreign investors to obtain approval for an equity interest contribution or a share swap
transaction. Order No. 8 provides more restructuring opportunities to foreign investors. While Circular No. 59 covers a
share swap transaction, it is yet to be seen how equity contributions will be treated for tax purposes.

Note: Contents discussed in this Tax Analysis pertains to Deloitte International Tax and M&A Services.
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Reorganizations covered in Circular 59 include changes of legal form, debt restructuring, equity and asset acquisitions, mergers and de-

mergers. The only type of “contribution” addressed in Circular 59 is where a resident enterprise makes contributions to its 100%-owned
nonresident subsidiary.
2

Bulletin concerning Promulgation of the "Administrative Measures on the Enterprise Income Tax Treatment of Enterprise Reorganization."
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